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For the air filled transmission line (Type A) the line parameters Outside of the absorber, GV,RV = 0. Inside the PML-like' absorber it is G , = AvCV=ave&;
If ( Basic circuit analysis of a chain2 of absorber cells v = I..n terminated by a short circuit (PEC wall) yields for low frequencies 
Yn,in,c = fn(~ff,c)Yo.
This means, in the test cases the absorber's performance depends ody on the accuracy of fn(&p) m 6.
COMPUTATION OF A DISCRETE CONDUCTIVITY PROFILE FOR LAYERED MEDIA ABSORBERS
For arbitrary quasi TEM-mode transmission lines on layered media, it is well known, that for low frequencies
in most cases c'" is one.
Thus it is promising to use n cell PMGlike absorbers with h(s) z JE; accurate for 1 < E~ < q , " " for termination of arbitrary layered media quasi-TEM transmission lines. The equivalent circuit {av,bv} and thus the PML absorber conductivity profile is calculated from p&), qn(x) iteratively by polynomial division as alent circuit "calculates" 6 from using a rational approximation. Furthermore it is seen, that EML performs much better than PML if &ff > I.
In Fig. 6 , the normalized conductivity profiles for two and four element EMLE'ML absorbers is shown. Figure 7 shows the dynamic performance of two cell PMLiEML T absorbers terminating the test microstrip transmission line. It -20
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shows, that the enhanced absorbers perform better in a wide freqnency range. ing the absorber's equivalent circuit "ca~culates" s r from a method has been developed to optimize the discrete PML con-0 2 4 6 8
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